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Abstract. Reconstructing personalized models of the human body is a key step for digital twin
modeling of sports motion. There have been many studies reconstructing the body surface models
based on video sequences, but these algorithms lack the modeling of internal structures (bones,
muscles, blood vessels, etc.). Some researchers map internal organ structures into the 3D point
cloud scanning of the body surface, but such mapping does not guarantee realistic tissue
deformation and is not developed for video processing. This paper focuses on the video-based
reconstruction of a personalized full-anatomy digital model in sports motion. Our method creates a
four-dimensional (4D) model of the moving process composed of the 3D models of each time
moment. We first use a deep network to regress the body surface of each time point and then
estimate the internal structures by registering a previously constructed deformable human anatomy
atlas to the body surfaces. To mimic realistic internal structure deformation, we applied articulated
linear transform to the bony structures to avoid bone shape distortion and applied smooth nonlinear
transform to the soft tissue to mimic the motion deformation. We also developed an intersection
removal method to prevent the possible intersection between bones and soft tissues during the
deformation. Our method is tested with athletes' sports videos and automatically generates
full-anatomy motion models which cannot be achieved by previous methods. Our method also
surpasses the existing video-based body surface modeling method by providing additional internal
structures. The 4D human motion model constructed by our method is useful in sports modeling,
biomechanics simulation, wearable device design, etc.

Keywords: Pose deformation; Personalized human modeling; Human anatomy atlas; Internal
organ adaptive modeling.

1. Introduction
In the field of kinesiology and health promotion, digital human models are widely used for

biomechanical simulation of body motion, with the purpose of sports injury prediction, muscle load
assessment, etc. Although simulation based on a generic human model has been studied for decades,
personalized simulation using a digital twin model is just an emerging field. The simulation of
individual motion not only requires accurate modeling of personal anatomy but also demands
precise capturing of the body movement. Thanks to the fast development of deep learning
techniques in recent years, individualized motion modeling based on personal sports videos
becomes feasible.
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So far, a series of deep learning algorithms have been proposed to address the above challenges.

Most of these methods register deformable human surface models (such as SPACE[11] and
SMPL[12]) to the sports photo or video sequence. Early methods in this field first infer bone joint
positions from the 2D images and then use the joints to predict the 3D body surface model. Later,
Kanazawa et al.[2] proposed an end-to-end method that realizes direct image-to-model mapping.
There were also methods focusing on body part pose estimation such as the trunk and limbs[3], [4],
hand posture[5], [6], and facial expression[7], [8]. Rong et al.[9] proposed a modular system that
integrates the regression outputs of three parts to unify the output of whole-body pose estimation.
Xiu et al.[10] introduced the normal graph and made geometric constraints on the body to improve
the pose-level modeling accuracy.

Despite the fast progress in deep learning-based motion modeling, the current methods only
generate body surfaces. However, biomechanical simulation requires not only the external surface
but also the internal structures like bones and muscles. To tackle this problem, some studies register
a human atlas with internal anatomy to the body surface scan data or volumetric tomographic
images. For example, Keller et al.[13] inferred the skeleton from a 3D surface model in an arbitrary
pose, Ali-Hamadi et al.[14] combined the fat distribution and other information inferred from MRI
data, and Sugar et al.[15] calculated the deformation of anatomical structures based on the
displacement transformation of the predefined virtual skeleton in different poses[16]–[18]. However,
these methods require complex data acquisition (surface scanning or tomographic imaging) which is
not suitable for fast motion capturing. Moreover, these approaches use nonlinear spatial transform
to map the internal structures into the individual body, resulting in unrealistic tissue deformation for
large posture changes.

In summary, state-of-the-art (SOTA) deep learning methods only model the body surface
without internal structures, while the current internal anatomy modeling approaches are not
developed for video data and are prone to unrealistic tissue deformation. Our study aims to address
these problems with the following key features:

i) Our method combines the deep learning-based body surface model with the internal
structure mapping of a whole-body anatomy atlas. We for the first time realizes full anatomy
modeling based on simple sports video.

ii) We use a previously constructed deformable human atlas trained with thousands of
computed tomographic images for internal structure modeling. The prior knowledge of
internal anatomy from a large population dataset ensures reasonable estimation of unseen
organs from the external surface.

iii) To simulate the body motion, we apply articulated rigid transform and smooth nonrigid
deformation to the bones and soft tissues, respectively. Unlike the existing methods which
apply nonrigid deformation to all the structures, our method avoids anatomically implausible
distortion of the bones and realizes anatomically realistic motion deformation of the whole
body anatomy.

iv) We also develop a method to remove the possible intersections between the bones and the
soft tissue during large pose changes. The generation of an intersection-free model is crucial
for subsequent finite element (FEM) simulation of the motion kinetics.

2. Materials and Methods
A. 3D digital human anatomical model

In this study, we used a deformable digital human atlas [19]constructed by our group based on
1063 whole-body CT images. Anatomical structures including the skin, bones, muscles, torso
organs, and great vessels were segmented from the CT images and the inter-subject anatomical
variations are learned via the statistical shape model (SSM) method. With prior anatomical
knowledge learned from large population data, this atlas can model the shape correspondence
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between the external skin and internal structures, facilitating the estimation of internal anatomy in
the subsequent steps.

B. Motion armature
To endow our human atlas with posture-changing ability, this study defines an articulated motion

armature with the armature joints located at the skeleton joint centers. For the balance between the
modeling reality and the computation complexity, the motion armature is defined with 26 individual
segments. The control range of each armature segment is defined via the closest point searching
between the model vertices and the armature segments. Fig. 1 illustrates the deformable human atlas
with internal organs and the defined articulated armature with the individual segment control
ranges.

Fig. 1. Deformable human anatomy atlas with articulated motion armature. (a) The atlas in standing
pose with transparent skin rendering to see the internal structures. (b) Control range of each
armature segment, rendered with different pseudo colors for different segments.

C. Personalized pose deformation
Fig. 2 shows the workflow of video-based full-anatomy motion modeling. First, the video

sequence is input to a deep neural network for body surface pose estimation of every single moment.
Then, for every single moment, the articulated bone rotation of every armature segment is obtained
by computing the rigid spatial transform (including translation and rotation) from the standing pose
to the motion pose of this segment. Based on the obtained transform, articulated rigid and nonrigid
deformations are applied to the bones and soft tissues respectively. Since the bones and the soft
tissues are deformed using different types of spatial transforms, the possible intersection between
them may occur, thus the intersection removal step is finally performed to correct possible
intersections.

For video-based body surface estimation, we adopt the deep neural network model used for 3D
human pose modeling [20]. This network uses the Resnet50 [21] structure as the image encoder to
compute the spatial features of each time frame and then uses a two-layer gated recurrent unit with a
hidden size of 1024 to compute the temporal features, followed by two fully-connected layers with
1024 neurons to regress the pose and body shape parameters of the SMPL model. The reconstructed
SMPL model is used to get the 3D joint points and 2D projection coordinate points. The loss
function used for training is,

�� = �3� + �2� + ����� + ����# 1
where �3� , �2� , ����� , and ���� are the losses of 3D joint points, 2D projection coordinate
points, and the regressed SMPL's pose and shape parameters losses, respectively.
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Fig.2. Workflow of video-based full-anatomy motion modeling.

D. Articulated rigid bone
The articulated rigid bone transform is applied in a bottom-to-top manner following the

parent-child joint inheritance relationship in the moving armature. The child joints with the lowest
generation are transformed first, and then its relative parent joints are transformed, with all the
children joints of this parent joints transformed simultaneously. This process is recurrently applied
to all the armature segments and the articulated posing of the entire body is realized.

E. Smooth nonrigid deformation of the soft tissues
To mimic the smooth nonrigid motion of the soft tissues, we use the Centers of Rotation (CoR)

method [17] instead of the commonly used Linear Blending Skinning (LBS). The CoR method was
originally proposed for solving the deformation artifacts of the LBS method for the body surface. In
this study, we use CoR to produce smooth nonrigid deformation of both the skin and the internal
soft tissues. Due to the page limitation of this paper, we refer the readers to [17] for detailed
principles of the CoR method.

F. Intersection removing algorithm
In the process of digital human pose deformation, the intersection between the soft tissue and

bones may be caused because the bones and soft tissues are deformed using different types of
transforms. It is necessary to take intersection removal operations after the above deformation
process to eliminate the possible surface crossing and generate a model available for FEM
simulation.

Let the two surfaces that need to do intersection removal be S1 and S2, and both must ensure
that they are closed mesh surfaces in 3D space. The intersection-removing process we developed is
as follows,

i) Iterate through all vertices on �1 and detect whether each vertex is inside �2. To do this, let
any vertex v ∈ �1 , make n rays from v, and check the number of intersection points of each
ray with �2. If the number of intersection points between all n rays and �2 is odd, it means
that v is inside �2, otherwise, it is outside. In this project, n=10 can satisfy all test cases.

ii) Find the point to be adjusted. If the object to be detected is between soft tissue and bone or
between bone and bone, the point to be adjusted is the point in �1 that is inside �2 ; if the
object to be detected is between soft tissue and skin, the point to be adjusted is the point in
�1 that is outside �2.
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iii) For each point v∗ to be adjusted, through � make vertical lines for all triangular faces in

�2 and record the distance from v∗ to the vertical foot if the footfalls inside the triangle.
Take the shortest one among all distances as the shortest distance from v∗ to �2 , and then
take the vertical foot o corresponding to the shortest distance as the target point of v∗ , then
the coordinates of v∗ should be updated as,

v∗ ← 1.5 ∙ o − v∗ # 2
iv) Repeat the process described in (i) - (iii) above until no point to be adjusted is detected.
v) Based on the result of (iv), do the faces cross detection? Iterate through all the triangular

faces on �1 and detect their intersection relationship with all the faces on �2 . Specific
method: set �1 as any face of �1 , and detect the cross relationship between its three edges
and �2 of any face of �2 . As long as any one of the three edges intersects with �2 , �1 is
considered to intersect with �2.

vi) For the vertices of all faces on �1 that intersect �2, adjust their positions as in (ii), (iii), and
(iv).

vii)Repeat the process of (v)-(vi) until no intersecting faces are detected.

3. Result and Analysis
Table I compares our method with several existing methods, including modeling internal

anatomical structures, a 3D human reconstruction based on videos or medical images, and complete
automation of the reconstruction algorithm. In the table Framkmocap[9] and vibe[20] are methods
to reconstruct body surface models based on video sequences, where Framkmocap effectively
integrates modules for hand pose and face expression estimation and outputs full body pose
estimation results; Vibe proposes a grid structure based on time series, using an adversarial learning
framework to generate realistic and reasonable human actions without real 3D labels. We used a
deep learning method with high accuracy as the first step to reconstruct the human skin model.
Anatomy transfer[14] proposed a semi-automatic method to estimate the internal anatomical
structure by combining MRI images, while osso[13] combined the DXA detection results to
generate a skin model that fits the parametric body model to achieve a 3D body skin to internal
skeletal mapping.

Our proposed method is based on the digital atlas of personalized human whole-body anatomy,
combined with the topological structure of human motion armature, to automatically rotate the
joints and deform the posture of the anatomical structure of the whole body. At the same time, it
solves the unrealistic distortion during large pose deformation and is more suitable for the
reconstruction of 3D models with a large number of motion moments during the complete motion.

Table 1. Comparison between our method and existing methods
Method Skin Bone Internal

Anatomy
Input
Data

Automation Level

Framkmocap[9] √ × × Video Automatic

vibe[20] √ × × Video Automatic

Anatomy transfer
[14]

√ √ √ MRI Semi-automatic

OSSO[13] √ √ × DXA Semi-automatic

Ours √ √ √ Video Automatic
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A. Realistic anatomical structure deformation

In the process of digital human overall posture deformation, we use the Center of Rotation
algorithm to simulate the real flexible soft tissue deformation, which solves the volume loss at the
joints. At the same time, due to the inability to strictly simulate the complex rotation and sliding
processes of human joints, human posture deformation may cause an intersection between adjacent
anatomical structures. Among the currently available studies. Keller et al. et al.[13] and Ali-Hamadi
et al.[14] obtained visually plausible results for the postural transformation of human anatomical
structures. However, the limitation is that the results still have some slight skin interpenetration or
overlapping of internal tissues. For this reason, we developed a fully automated de-crossing
algorithm to prevent possible crossings of bones and soft tissues during the deformation process.

Fig. 3 compares the results after skin optimization, using the skin at the arm joint as an example.
The left figure shows the results of the commonly used linear blending skinning(LBS), and the right
figure shows the results of the COR skinning method we applied. The comparison shows that COR
improves the volume loss problem when skinning the LBS, which has obvious artifact depressions
in both wrist and shoulder, and COR solves most of the artifacts introduced in the LBS and
improves the mesh quality. Our proposed method is based on the digital atlas of personalized
human whole-body anatomy, combined with the topological structure of human motion armature, to
automatically rotate the joints and deform the posture of the anatomical structure of the whole body.
At the same time, it solves the unrealistic distortion during large pose deformation and is more
suitable for the reconstruction of 3D models with a large number of motion moments during the
complete motion.

(a) (b)
Fig. 3 The results of smooth deformation. (a) Linear blending skinning result with obvious artifact
at the joints; (b) Our realistic deformation result.

Fig. 4 compares the results of our method with those of existing studies in which 3D point cloud
scans based on the body surface achieve mapping of internal structural structures. Our method uses
both rigid and flexible spatial deformation for bones and soft tissues respectively, which avoids
unrealistic distortion deformation during the simulation of postural deformation. The results show
that our method produces more reasonable internal anatomical structure postural deformation
results so that no unreasonable shape distortion occurs in bones and blood vessels.

(a) (b)
Fig. 4 The results of internal anatomical structure mapping.(a) Our method produces smooth soft
tissue deformation and rigid bone transform (b) The existing nonlinear transformation method may
produce distortions of soft tissue and bones

We developed a fully automated de-crossing algorithm to prevent possible intersections
between bones and soft tissues during deformation. Fig. 5 shows the results of our fully automated
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de-crossing algorithm for an intersection between bones and soft tissues during deformation. Here
the intersection between blood vessels and bones near the knee joint is used as an example, while
the whole de-crossing process takes about 8 minutes to run on a laptop with an i7 CPU.

(a) (b)
Fig. 5 The results of the intersection removal between the blood vessels and bones. (a) Before
intersection removal; (b) After intersection removal.

B. Adaptive modeling results of whole-body anatomical structures
Our method is based on the digital atlas of personalized human body anatomy structure,

designing a whole set of human motion digital modeling methods. We reconstruct the 3D human
skin model from the video, combine human motion armature topology for joint rotation and posture
deformation of whole-body anatomical structures, where the skeleton and soft tissue are rigid and
flexible deformation respectively, and introduce the de-crossing mechanism. Finally, reasonable
internal anatomical structure and posture deformation structure are generated.

Fig. 6 (a) shows a series of action images acquired from a video sequence. (b) The 3D human
model reconstructed from the motion images (c) The human anatomy model corresponding to each
motion instant. Arteries and veins, soft tissues, and bones are shown in different colors, respectively.
(d) Local zoomed-in view of the model. The human anatomy after postural transformation is
accurate and without unreasonable distortion.

The limitation of the current study is that it is not possible to quantitatively assess the accuracy
of the postural deformation results of the whole-body anatomical structure, but the obtained postural
deformation results are visually plausible. These deformation results have no irrational shape
distortion among bones, muscles, and internal organs, and no geometric intersection between
adjacent anatomical structures, which can provide digital models for subsequent human finite
element simulation or biomechanical simulation for simulation testing, thus effectively meeting the
needs of different applications.
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Fig. 6 Video sequence-based modeling of full body anatomy for each moment. (a) A series of action
images acquired from the video sequence. (b) The body surface model reconstructed for each
moment (c) The human resultant anatomical model corresponding to each moment. Arteries and
veins, soft tissues and bones are shown in different colors (d) Local zoomed-in view of the dashed
boxes in (c).

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we present an algorithm for video-based full-anatomy reconstruction of

personalized digital twin human models in motion. We use a deep neural network to produce the
body surface models of each time moment, and develop an internal anatomy method by registering
a deformable digital human anatomy atlas to the body surfaces. The integrated articulated
deformation of bones and soft tissues produces anatomically realistic models of the moving
anatomy, and the intersection removal method generates high-quality mesh for subsequent FEM
analysis. The method in this paper provides a novel technical tool for digitally evaluating motion
results and performing personalized motion mechanics simulations.
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